Baseline behavior, but not sensitivity to stimulant drugs, differs among spontaneously hypertensive, Wistar-Kyoto, and Sprague-Dawley rat strains.
Deficits in temporal processing are implicated in Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) for which the most common rodent model is the Spontaneously Hypertensive Rat (SHR). To assess strain differences in temporal processing, males and females of the SHR, Wistar-Kyoto (WKY), and Sprague-Dawley (SD) strains were compared on two timing tasks: one requiring maintenance of a lever press for 10-14 s (TRD, temporal response differentiation) and the other requiring withholding of a lever press for 10-14 s (DRL, differential reinforcement of low rates). Performance of the progressive ratio (PR) task more directly assessed food-motivated behavior. Strains did not differ in task acquisition; however, steady state TRD and DRL performance of the SHR and WKY strains was less accurate which was related to increased burst (non-timing related) responses in those strains relative to the SD. PR performance demonstrated that the SHR and WKY strains exhibited higher response rates and breakpoints than the SD. Subsequently, methylphenidate (1, 3.25, 4.50, 7.50, and 12.0 mg/kg) and d-amphetamine (0.1, 0.25, 0.65, 1.0, and 2.0 mg/kg) were administered intraperitoneally pre-testing. Both drugs disrupted TRD and DRL performances by increasing burst response frequency; however, the strains were not differentially sensitive to either drug. Strain differences were generally maintained throughout the drug and extinction portions of the study. These results indicate increased similarity between the SHR and WKY strains relative to the SD in performance of timing and motivation tasks. Further, the current results do not support continued use of the SHR as a model for ADHD.